ActivePure: Air You Can Trust
All products are CE Marked and UL Certified
Recommendations are for Commercial and Healthcare Applications

Medical Guardian Air
The Aerus Medical Guardian has been cleared by the FDA as a Class II Medical
Device, and is currently in use in hospitals and operating rooms around the world.
With the optimal balance of performance, proven quality, user-friendly design and
affordability. ActivePure® Technology gives professional healthcare environments an
effective solution to reduce airborne contaminants.
The Medical Guardian uses an exclusive combination of technologies, including ion
generation, a sealed better-than-HEPA filter, carbon filter, and Photocatalytic
Oxidation with our proprietary ActivePure® Technology, which is university tested
and proven effective against bacteria, viruses, mold and fungi in the air and on
surfaces.
Coverage Area - For Medical Applications* - 3,000 ft3
Spec Sheet - MGA Spec Sheet.pdf
*Based on FDA testing for high-risk environments such as operating rooms. Coverage area for commercial
applications is significantly larger

Beyond Guardian Air
The Beyond Guardian Air (BGA) is the workhorse of the ActivePure lineup, and our
most popular unit. Modeled after the Medical Guardian, the BGA has the same
powerful combination of technologies, scaled down to 80% the size and a fraction of
the price.
The BGA is perfect for classrooms, conference rooms, gyms, restaurants, and the
like.

Coverage Area - 500-1,000 ft2
Spec Sheet - BGA - Spec Sheet.pdf

Pure & Clean
The Pure & Clean is a sleek, compact design, perfect for placing on a desk or table.
As with the BGA and Medical Guardian, it uses the combination of HEPA+carbon
filters, ionizers, and ActivePure® Technology to rapidly eliminate surface and
airborne contaminants. This unit was shown in a BSL-4 military lab to eliminate over
99.9% of airborne SARS-COV-2 within 3 minutes, with only its ActivePure cell active.
The Pure & Clean is perfect for offices, smaller classrooms, hotel rooms, or
bedrooms.

Coverage Area - 300-600 ft2
Spec Sheet - PC - Spec Sheet.pdf

Pure & Clean Large
Still in its final stages of development, this unit will be a scaled up version of the
original Pure & Clean.

Coverage Area - 500-1000 ft2
Spec Sheet - Unavailable

Hydroxyl Blaster
Our most powerful floor-standing unit, the Hydroxyl Blaster contains an impressive
four full-strength ActivePure cells. Testing in an FDA-compliant independent
laboratory demonstrated its ability to eliminate >99.96% of SARS-CoV-2 on surfaces.
The Hydroxyl blaster is most commonly used in gyms, restaurant kitchens,
warehouses, and manufacturing facilities.

Coverage Area - 1,500-3,000 ft2
Spec Sheet - Blaster- Spec Sheet.pdf

AP500
AP500 is a powerful, but inconspicuous purification system that utilizes tested
ActivePure® Technology to effectively treat interior air and exposed surfaces in
smaller rooms or hard to reach areas. It can be mounted on most standard wall
outlets, no wiring required, and has an anti-theft screw for added security.
The AP500 is perfect for small bathrooms, to neutralize pathogens that are sent into
the air via toilet flushing.

Coverage Area - 200-300 ft2
Spec Sheet - AP 500 - Spec Sheet.pdf

PureCloud
The PureCloud is a 2’x2’ drop-in unit that mounts in place of a ceiling tile. With a
whisper-silent fan and 24/7 operation, the PureCloud is perfect for any facility with
drop-ceilings that doesn’t want to take up any floor space with a standing unit.

Coverage Area - 500-1,000 ft2
Spec Sheet - PureCloud - Spec Sheet.pdf

Induct 10000
The dual-cell InDuct 10,000 attaches directly to the HVAC system ductwork and
utilizes ActivePure Technology to substantially reduce pathogens, air pollution,
VOCs, surface contaminants, pet dander, odors and dust. The perfect solution for
businesses who want to reduce and eliminate harmful contaminants. The InDuct
10,000 is power-efficient, doesn’t impact existing airflow, and can be easily retrofit
into your existing HVAC system, either by an Aerus representative or your chosen
HVAC professional.

Coverage Area - 2,000- 4,000 ft2
Spec Sheet - Induct 10k- Spec Sheet.pdf

Induct 5000
The single-cell InDuct 5,000 attaches directly to the HVAC system ductwork and
utilizes ActivePure Technology to substantially reduce pathogens, air pollution,
VOCs, surface contaminants, pet dander, odors and dust. The perfect solution for
businesses who want to reduce and eliminate harmful contaminants. The InDuct
5,000 is power-efficient, doesn’t impact existing airflow, and can be easily retrofit
into your existing HVAC system, either by an Aerus representative or your chosen
HVAC professional.

Coverage Area - 1,000-2,000 ft2
Spec Sheet - Induct 5k Spec Sheet.pdf

Induct 2000
The smaller, single-cell InDuct 2,000 attaches directly to the HVAC system
ductwork and utilizes ActivePure Technology to substantially reduce pathogens, air
pollution, VOCs, surface contaminants, pet dander, odors and dust. The perfect
solution for businesses who want to reduce and eliminate harmful contaminants.
The InDuct 2,000 is power-efficient, doesn’t impact existing airflow, and can be
easily retrofit into your existing HVAC system, either by an Aerus representative or
your chosen HVAC professional.
Coverage Area - 500-1,000 ft2
Spec Sheet - Induct 2k- Spec Sheet.pdf

